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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the distribution e ~' Dk6 where ~ is a constant and ~ = (~1,~2,...,~,)E R n the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space and the variable t = (h,t2,...,t,)E ~" and D k is the n-dimensional ultra-hyperbolic operator iterated 
k-times, 6 is the Dirac-delta distribution with D°6 = 6 and [5]~6 = []6. 
At first, all properties of e ~t i-]k6 are studied and after that we study the application of e ~t []k6 for solving the elementary 
solution of the equation of the ultra-hyperbolic type by using the convolution method. 
Keywords: Ultra-hyperbolic operator; Dirac-delta distribution; Convolution method; Schwartz space 
AMS classification: 46F10 
I. Introduction 
The n-dimensional ultra-hyperbolic operator D k iterated k-times is defined by 
~k (~12 6q2 ~2 ~2 6q2 ~2 /k 
= + ~ + + ~'-7 - o'2+---7 - o'2+--7 . . . . .  0,~+---7 (1.1) 
where p + q = n (the dimension o f  the space ~n) and k is a nonnegative integer. 
Consider the linear differential equation o f  the form 
[]ku(t) = f ( t )  (1.2) 
where u(t) and f ( t )  are general ized functions and t = (q,t2 . . . .  , t , )E  ~". 
Gelfand and Shilov [2, pp. 279-282]  have first introduced the elementary solution o f  (1.2) which 
is o f  complicated form. Later Trione [8] has shown that the general ized function Rzk(t) which is 
defined by (2.1) is the unique elementary solution o f  (1.2) and Tellez [7, pp. 147-149] also proved 
that Rzk(t) exists only for the case p is odd with n odd or even, and p + q = n. 
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In this paper we study the distribution e~t[Tk~ which is an extension of the distribution e~t3 (k) 
is one-dimensional real ~ defined by e~t6 Ik) = (D - ~)k6 see [3] where D = d/dt, ~ is a complex 
constant and the generalized function R2k(t) is a tempered istribution (see [4]). 
We see that the distribution eat [~k~ has some interesting properties and plays an important role in 
finding the solutions of some ultra-hyperbolic types and its solution is related to R2k(t) as mentioned 
above. Before going to that point we need some definitions and some concepts. 
2. Some definitions and concepts 
Definition 2.1. Let t = (h, t2,... ,t,) be a point of the Euclidean space ~" and write 
V=t2+t22 +. . .+t~_t2+l  2 . . . . .  tp+q, p + q = n. 
Define the interior of the forward cone by F+ = {teE"  [h>0 and V>0} and F+ designates its 
closure. Let 
(V (X-#)  2 
R,(t) = O,,,---- 5 for t F+ 
for t f~ F+ 
(2.1) 
which is introduced by Nozaki [5, p. 72] where K,(c0 is defined by 
K.(=) = 1)/2 V( 2 )r(  ) r (a)  
r( )r( ) (2.2) 
Here e is a complex parameter and n the dimension of the space ~n. 
Now R~(t) is an ordinary function if Ree~>n and is a distribution of e if Ree<n and let 
suppR~(t) C F+ (suppR,(t) denotes the support of R~(t).) 
Lemma 2.2. R~(t) is a homogeneous distribution o f  order c~ - n and also a tempered istribution. 
Proof. The fact that R~(t) is a tempered istribution follows from the theorem of Donoghue 
[1, pp. 154-155]. To prove that Ra(t) is a homogeneous distribution it is enough to show that 
R~(t) satisfies the Euler equation 
n 
Z ti c3R~(t) _ (o~ - n)R~(t). [] 
i=1 ~ti 
Definition 2.3. The generalized function u(t) is an elementary solution of the n-dimensional ultra- 
hyperbolic operator iterated k-times if u(t) satisfies the equation CTku(t) = 6 where []k is defined by 
(1.1). 
Lemma 2.4. I f~3ku(t)= 6, then u(t)=R2k(t) defined by (2.1) with ~ = 2k is the unique elementary 
solution o f  the equation. 
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Proof. See [8]. [] 
It should point out that Tellez [7, pp. 147-149] has proved that R2~(t) exists only for the cases 
p is odd with n odd or even and n = p + q. 
Lemma 2.5 (The convolution of R2k(t)). Let R~(t) and R#(t) be defined by (2.1), where ~ and fl 
are positive even inteoers with ~ + [3 = 2k. Then R~(t) • Ra(t) = R~+~(t). 
m 
Proof. Let suppR~(t)= K C F+, where K is a compact set. Since R~(t) is a tempered istribution 
(by Lemma 2.2), R~(t),Ra(t) exists and is well defined. We now show that R, ( t ) ,R~(t )= R~ +~(t). 
From equation []ku(t)= 6 we obtain u(t)= R2k(t) by Lemma 2.4. For any r<k  we write E3ku(t)= 
½"mk-'u(t) = 6, then Dk-'u(t)= R2,(t) by Lemma 2.4 again. Convolving both sides by R2(k-r)(t) we 
obtain R2¢k_,)(t) * [ ]k - ru ( t )  -~- R2(k-,)(t) * R2r(t) or  E]k-rR2(k_r)(t) * u(t) = Rz(k-,)(t) * R2r(t). 
Applying Lemma 2.4 once more we get 6*u(t)=R2¢k-r)(t)*Rz,(t). It follows that u(t)=Rzk_2,(t)* 
Rzr(t). Put ~ =2k-  2r and [3=2r. From the fact that u(t)=R2k(t) we obtain R,(t) ,R~(t)=R~+~(t)  
as required. [] 
3. Properties of e ~t []k c~ 
Lemma 3.1. The distribution e ~t []k(~ has the followin9 properties: 
(1) For k = 1 
e~tcq(~-[~(~-2 ~i~=l ~i~tN- i=p+l ~ 0~j~j -q- i~- i=l  j=p+l ~ °~2 (~ (3.1) 
and e "t []6 is a tempered istribution of  order 2 with support {0}. 
(2) (A bounded property) For every testing function ~o E S, the Schwartz space, and e~t[Z6 E S', 
the space of tempered istributions, we have 
[(e '~' M6, cp) I ~< CM, where C and M are constants 
and 
&o(o) } 
M = max [~p(O)l, ~ , ~30 , ID o(o)l , 
P P+q P P+q 
C=1+2~- -~1~i1+2 ~ I~ j [+~+ ~ ~2. (3.2) 
i=1 j=p+l i=1 j=p+l 
Proof. (1) Let q~(t)E D, the space of infinitely differentiable t sting functions with compact supports 
and D' the space of distributions. Then (e~t[]f,q~(t))= (6,De'Ro(t)) for e't[]6 E D'. By computing 
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directly we obtain 
(fi 82 ) p+q82 
[S]e~tq)(t)= ~i (e~tfp(t)) -- Z -~j e~t~p(t) 
i=1 j=p+l  
j=p+l  
P ~+q4) 
+e~' ~-  E ~(t) 
i=1 j=p+l  
= e~tE3rp(t) + 2e ~t 
From this we have 
(6,E3e~t~o(t)) = D~o(O) + 2 
P+q Oq)(t)~ 
i=1 j=p+l  
_ L 
j=p+l J ] i=l j=p+~ 
j=p+l  i=i j=p+l  
(p(t). 
(3.3) 
By equality of distributions, we obtain (3.1). We now show that e~t[](~ is a tempered istribution. 
By (3.1), fi, ~6/~ti, ?6/Otj and D6 have compact support {0}. Hence they are tempered istributions 
of Schwartz [6]. It follows that e~t[](~ is also tempered. Again by (3.1), e~tD6 is a finite linear 
combination of Dirac-delta distributions and its derivative up to order 2. Hence e~t[]6 is of order 2 
with point support {0} by [9, Theorem 3. 5-2, p. 98]. 
(2) Since (e~tD6, qg) = (6 , [3e~tq~(t ) ) ,  by (3.3) we have 
P (~0(0) P+q (~(p(O) 
I(e~tD6'q~)l<<'lE3q~(O)l+2~-~l~'l 8t, +2 ~ Io91 8tj 
i=1 j=p+l  
(fi  P+q ) 
+ ~ + ~ ~] I~o(o)1. 
i=l j=p+l  
Let M=max{]~o(0)], I&o(0)/et, I I &o(0)/~tjl, ID~o(0)l }. Then ](e~tD6, q~)] ~<(1 + 2 ZP=~ ]~il+ 2Zj=p+,P+q 
x~P+q ~2)M. It follows that ](e~tD6, q~)l <~CM, where C is defined by (3.2). 17jl + Ep l  ~2 + z_~j=p+, 
Lemma 3.2. Given any distribution u( t ) in the space S' we have 
( e~tD6 ) • u( t ) = [~u( t) - 2 
8u(t) P+q c~.8u(t)) 
i=1 j=p+l  
(fi '+q ) + ~-  ~ ~ u(,)+... 
i=1 j=p+l  
(3.4) 
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Proof. Convolving both sides of (3.1) by u(t), we obtain (3.4) as required. 
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4. The theorems 
Theorem 4.1. Let L be the partial differential operator defined by 
Z~[]--2 ~i:, Oti- Z °~J~; ~- ~-~o~- ~ ~ 2 . 
j=p+l J ~:1 j=p+~ 
Then L is of ultra-hyperbolic type. Consider the equation 
Lu(t) = 6 (4.1) 
where u(t) is any distribution in S'. Then u( t ) :  e~tR2(t) is a unique elementary solution of (4.1), 
where RE(t) is defined by (2.1) with ~ : 2. 
Proof. By (3.1) we can write (e~t[]6), u(t)=Lu(t). By (4.1), we have (e~t•6), u(t)=6. Convolving 
both sides by e~tR2(t) we have 
(e~tR2(t) ) • (e~t•6 •u(t) ) = e~tR2(t) * 6 ---- e~'R2(t). 
Then e~t(R2(t) • 56) * u(t)=e~tR2(t), or equivalently, (e~t[StR2(t)) • u(t))=e~tR2(t). Because E3R2(t)=6 
by Lemma 2.4 with k = 2, we obtain (e~t6)* u(t)= e~tRE(t). Since e~t6 = 6, then 6,  u(t)= e~tRE(t). 
It follows that u(t)= e~tR2(t). We can check that u(t) is the solution of (4.1) by computing directly. 
Theorem 4.2 (A generalization of Lemma 3.1). The distribution e~t[~k 6 is a linear combination of 
Dirac-delta distributions and its partial derivative up to order 2k. Moreover, (e~tDk6), u(t) is the 
partial differential operator of order 2k actin9 on the distribution u(t). 
Proof. We have (e~tE3k6, q~(t)) = (6,r7%~t~p(t)) and by repeating k times on [] (similar to that in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1 with k = 1), we see that e~tDk6 is a linear combination of Dirac-delta 
distributions and its partrial derivative up to order 2k. Similar to Lemma 3.2, (e~tTqk6), u(t) is the 
partial differential operator of order 2k acting on the distribution u(t). 
Theorem 4.3. Let 
(e~'[]k6) * u(t) = 6 (4.2) 
be the differential equation, where u( t ) is any tempered istribution. Then u( t )=e~tRzk( t ) is a unique 
elementary solution of  (4.2), where Rzk(t) is defined by (2.1) with ~ = 2k. 
Proof. Convolving both sides of (4.2) by e~tR2k(t), we have 
e~tR2k(t) • (e~'[~k 6) * u(t) = e~tR2k(t) * 6 = e~tR2~(t). 
Hence e~t([]~R2~(t)) * u(t)=e~tR2k(t). Since ½kR2k(t)=6 (by Lemma 2.2), then we have (e~t6) * u(t)= 
e~tR2k(t), or 6,  u(t)=e~tR2k(t), since e~t6=6. It follows that u(t)=e~tR2k(t), proving our theorem. [] 
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Theorem 4.4. The convolution 
e~tR2(t) •e~tR2(t ) , . . . ,  e~tR2( t ) 
k - t~mes 
is an elementary solution o f  (4.2). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we have 
e~tR2(t) • e~tRz(t) * . . .  * e~tR2(t) = e~t(R2(t) * R2(t) * . . .  * R2(t))  = e~'R2k(t). 
k-times k-t~mes 
By Theorem 4.3, e~tR2k(t) is an elementary solution of (4.2). It follows that e~tR2(t) • e~tR2(t) , . . .  • 
e~tR2(t) is an elementary solution of (4.2), as required. 
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